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The process of restricting modules to cyclic shifted subgroups is a fundamental
technique in the modular representation theory of elementary abelian p-groups. If
E is elementary abelian of p-rank r and k is an algebraically closed field of
r  4characteristic p, then each point in k y 0 determines a cyclic shifted subgroup.
Because the restriction of a kE-module to this shifted subgroup depends only upon
the corresponding point in projective space, it is often convenient to work with
ry1 r  4P instead of k y 0 . Roughly speaking, this paper shows that if V is ank
irreducible subvariety of P ry1 and M is a kE-module, then for almost all points ink
V the direct sum decomposition of M is the same upon restriction; moreover, this
decomposition is completely determined by the behavior of M upon restriction to
the cyclic shifted subgroup corresponding to the generic point of V. A similar idea
provides a stratification of the rank variety of M into a disjoint union of locally
closed subspaces. The closures of these subspaces are then described in terms of
deformations of modules over a group of order p. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
If p is a prime, then one particularly useful way of studying modules
over elementary abelian p-groups has been to look at restrictions to cyclic
shifted subgroups. For example, this idea led to Carlson's definition of the
rank variety, which governs many of the homological properties of the
module. Broadly, the purpose of this paper is to consider certain aspects of
restrictions to cyclic shifted subgroups that do not seem to have been
studied previously. In particular, we will show that there is a sense in which
the direct sum decomposition of a finitely generated module is the same
upon restriction to almost all cyclic shifted subgroups. Moreover, this
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decomposition is completely determined by the decomposition obtained by
restricting to a certain cyclic shifted subgroup corresponding to a point
defined over an appropriate field extension.
Begin by fixing an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p, and let
 :E s g , . . . , g be an elementary abelian p-group of rank r. If a s1 r
 . r  4a , . . . , a g k y 0 , set1 r
r
u s 1 q a g y 1 g kE. .a i i
is1
 :Then u is a unit that generates a cyclic group u of order p in kE,a a
 :called a cyclic shifted subgroup, and the group algebra k u is a subalge-a
bra of kE. Thus for any finitely generated kE-module M there is a
 :well-defined restriction M to the subalgebra k u . The rank varietyu : aa
r . rV M of M is defined to be the subset of k given by
r r < 4  4V M s 0 j a g k y 0 M is not projective . .  4u :a
 :  :It is easy to check that if l g k, then k u s k u , and this factla a
r . rimplies that V M is a homogeneous subset of k . Carlson has shown that
r . w xV M is actually a homogeneous affine variety 2 .
For our purposes it will be more convenient to work with projective
r .varieties, so we let V M denote the projective variety corresponding to
r . ry1V M . If b g P , we write M for the restriction of M to thek u :b
 :  .subalgebra k u determined by choosing any point a s a , . . . , a ga 1 r
r  4k y 0 in the equivalence class of b. As we noted above, this subalgebra
does not depend on the choice of a , even though u does. In fact, whena
no confusion is likely to arise, we will sometimes write u for the elementb
 .obtained by choosing a particular representative b , . . . , b of b , even1 r
though u depends upon this choice; similarly, we may sometimes use theb
 . r  4same symbol a to denote both an element a , . . . , a g k y 0 and the1 r
corresponding element of P ry1.k
As motivation for the ideas developed here, it will perhaps be useful to
begin by considering a specific example. Let p s 3 and r s 2, and set
M s kErRad2 kE so that M is a 3-dimensional kE-module with basis
m , m , m such that1 2 3
g y 1 m s m , g y 1 m s m , .  .1 1 2 2 1 3
g y 1 m s g y 1 m s g y 1 m s g y 1 m s 0. .  .  .  .1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3
 . 2  4If a s a , a g k y 0 , then1 2
 4M s km [ span m , a m q a mu : 2 k 1 1 2 2 3a
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 :is a direct sum decomposition of M into indecomposable k u -u : aa
modules whenever a / 0; if a s 0, then we get such a decomposition by2 2
taking
 4M s km [ span m , m .u : 3 k 1 2a
Let us concentrate on the decomposition in the case when a / 0.2
Because we are concerned with projective varieties, we rewrite the decom-
position as
a1
M s km [ span m , m q mu : 2 k 1 2 3 5a a2
so that the bases of the summands do not depend upon the particular
2  4 1choice of a g k y 0 but only on the corresponding element of P . Thenk
the summand km is a kE-module; the second summand, on the other2
 :hand, is certainly not a kE-module, although it is a k u -module for alla
a such that a / 0. Our broad goal in this paper is, in effect, to study a2
category in which the objects have exactly this sort of structure: they are
 :k u -submodules of some kE-module M for all a in some nonemptya
open subset of P ry1.k
Sections 2 and 3 develop this idea more fully. We begin by fixing an
irreducible variety V : P ry1, and the basic objective is to study restric-k
 :tions of kE-modules to k u for a g V. In the approach presented here,a
the first step is to extend the field of coefficients from k to the homoge-
neous function field F of the variety V. Roughly speaking, an element
c g F can be considered as a function from V to k such that the value
 .c a is not necessarily defined for all a g V. Similarly, we will see in
Section 2 that if M is any finite-dimensional vector space over k and X is
an F-subspace of F m M, then X determines a function from V tok
 .k-subspaces of M such that the subspace X a is not necessarily defined
for all a g V. If M is a finitely generated kE-module, then the particular
 .subspaces of interest will be those with the property that X a is a
 :  .k u -submodule of M whenever X a is defined.a u :a
One of the chief advantages of extending the coefficient field to F is
that the projective space P ry1 over F contains a point G that is generic forF
the variety V. The generic point G g P ry1 is uniquely determined by V,F
 :and one can consider the subalgebra F u of FE. In Section 3 we will seeG
that for any finitely generated kE-module M there is a nonempty open set
U : V such that if a g U and 1 F i F p, then the multiplicity of the
 :i-dimensional indecomposable k u -module as a summand of M isa u :a
 :the same as the multiplicity of the i-dimensional indecomposable F u -G
 .module as a summand of F m M . In other words, the direct sumk u :G
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 .decomposition of F m M completely determines that of M fork u : u :G a
almost all a g V.
This result is closely related to certain stratification theorems for P ry1k
r .and for V M that are given in Section 4. In particular, we will show that
any finitely generated kE-module M determines a finite decomposition of
P ry1 into disjoint subspaces that are locally closed in the Zariski topology.k
r .This decomposition in turn gives a stratification of V M . Specifically, we
will prove the following result.
 .THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that n , . . . , n is a p-tuple of nonnegati¨ e1 p
 .integers and that M is a finitely generated kE-module. Let X M; n , . . . , n1 p
denote the set of all a g P ry1 such that n is the multiplicity of thek i
 :indecomposable k u -module of dimension i as a summand of M . Thena u :a
ry1 r .  .X M; n , . . . , n is locally closed in P . Moreo¨er, V M is the disjoint1 p k
 .  .union of the sets X M; n , . . . , n o¨er all p-tuples n , . . . , n such that at1 p 1 p
least one of n , . . . , n is nonzero.1 py1
 .In Section 4 we will also describe the closures of the sets X M; n , . . . , n1 p
in terms of deformations of modules over a cyclic group of order p.
Although the relationships between generic points and restrictions to
cyclic shifted subgroups that are studied here seem to be interesting in
their own right, they have been developed primarily with a view to possible
applications. We have therefore endeavored to prove results in Sections 2
and 3 in the strongest form that might be useful, even when a somewhat
weaker result is easier to prove. One possible application of this
theory}and indeed the chief reason for its development}is to study
w xquotient categories of the sort considered in 3 . We hope to return to this
idea in the future.
2. GENERIC VECTOR SPACES
Throughout the remainder of this paper V will denote a fixed irre-
ducible subvariety of P ry1, and the basic goal will be to study restrictionsk
of kE-modules to cyclic shifted subgroups corresponding specifically to
points in V. If M is a finitely generated kE-module, then we will typically
be concerned with properties that are shared by the restrictions M foru :a
all a in some nonempty open subset of V.
Let F denote the homogeneous function field of V. There is more than
w xone way to describe this field 6, 7 , but it can be obtained by starting with
w xthe polynomial ring k x , . . . , x in r variables, where x is the linear1 r i
r  .  .functional on k given by x t , . . . , t s t for 1 F i F r. Let I V be thei 1 r i
w xideal generated by all homogeneous polynomials in k x , . . . , x that1 r
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 . w x  .vanish at every point in V. Then the ring S V s k x , . . . , x rI V is an1 r
integral domain, and the field F consists of all elements c s PrQ of the
 .field of fractions of S V such that P and Q can be represented by
homogeneous elements of the same degree. Such an element determines a
  . 4well-defined function at least on a g V ¬ Q a / 0 , and possibly on a
larger open set; to put it less precisely, c determines a function on V such
 .that c a is not necessarily defined for all a g V.
 .For 1 F i F r let y denote the image of x in S V ; then y is the ithi i i
coordinate function on the homogeneous affine variety corresponding to
V. Now choose m such that 1 F m F r and y / 0. Then the pointm
y y1 r r  4g s , . . . , g F y 0 /y ym m
determines a point G g P ry1, called the generic point of the variety V. AF
w xgood discussion of generic points can be found in 1 .
If M is any finite-dimensional vector space over k, then for simplicity we
will write FM for F m M; similarly, if c g F and m g M, then we willk
write cm for c m m. If M is a kE-module, then we want to study the
 :  .  :connections between the F u -module FM and the k u -moduleG u : aG
M for all a g V. We begin in this section by studying the relationshipsu :a
between the k-vector space M and the F-vector space FM, and in the next
section we extend the theory to cover the situation in which M is a
kE-module.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that M is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k.
Let x g FM, and let a g V. Suppose that m , . . . , m and mX , . . . , mX are1 n 1 n
k-bases of M, and let c , . . . , c and cX , . . . , cX be the elements of F such that1 n 1 n
x s c m q ??? qc m s cX mX q ??? qcX mX .1 1 n n 1 1 n n
 . X .Then c a is defined for 1 F i F n if and only if c a is defined fori i
1 F i F n. Moreo¨er, if this condition is satisfied, then
c a m q ??? qc a m s cX a mX q ??? qcX a mX . .  .  .  .1 1 n n 1 1 n n
 .Proof. Suppose that c a is defined for 1 F j F n. Writej
n
Xm s a mj i j i
is1
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for some a g k. Theni j
n n n
Xx s c m s a c m ,  j j i j j i
js1 is1 js1
and it follows that
n
Xc s a c .i i j j
js1
 . X .Because c a is defined for all j, we see that c a is defined. Moreover,j i
n n n n
X X Xc a m s a c a m s c a m , .  .  .   i i i j j i j j
is1 js1 is1 js1
and this completes the proof.
Let x g FM, and let a g V. If M has a k-basis m , . . . , m such that1 n
 .x s c m q ??? qc m and c a is defined for 1 F i F n, then we define1 1 n n i
 .x a g M by
x a s c a m q ??? qc a m . .  .  .1 1 n n
 .Lemma 2.1 shows that the vector x a does not depend upon the chosen
basis m , . . . , m .1 n
The proof of the next proposition is based in part upon the well-
known fact that if V is an irreducible subvariety of P ky1, then everyr
nonempty open subset of V is dense in V; equivalently, any two nonempty
open subsets must intersect. This property of irreducible varieties will be
used repeatedly throughout the remainder of the paper.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that M is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space
o¨er k. Let x g FM, and choose a k-basis m , . . . , m of M. Let c , . . . , c g1 n 1 n
F be the elements such that
x s c m q ??? qc m ,1 1 n n
and let C be the k-subspace of F spanned by c , . . . , c . For 1 F i F n set1 n
  . 4U s a g V ¬ c a is defined , and let U s U l ??? l U . Theni i 0 1 n
 .   . 4   .1 U s a g V ¬ c a is defined for all c g C s a g V ¬ x a is0
4defined .
 .2 U is a nonempty open set and is independent of the basis0
m , . . . , m .1 n
 .Proof. 1 By definition U is the set of all points a g V such that0
 .  .  .c a , . . . , c a are all defined. Hence a g U if and only if c a is1 n 0
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 .defined for all c g C. Moreover, if a g U , then certainly x a is defined.0
 .On the other hand, if a g V such that x a is defined, then there is some
k-basis mX , . . . , mX of M such that1 n
x s cX mX q ??? qcX mX1 1 n n
X .  .and c a is defined for 1 F i F n. Then Lemma 2.1 shows that c a isi i
defined for 1 F i F n, so a g U .0
 .2 Because U is a nonempty open set for 1 F i F n, it follows thati
U is a nonempty open set. The fact that U is independent of the chosen0 0
 .basis is an easy consequence of 1 and Lemma 2.1.
Suppose that M is a finite-dimensional vector space over k and x , . . . , x1 n
 .is an F-basis for FM. Then we will write U x , . . . , x for the set of points1 n
 .  .a g V such that x a , . . . , x a are all defined and span M.1 n
PROPOSITION 2.3. If M is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k and
 .x , . . . , x is an F-basis for FM, then U x , . . . , x is a nonempty open subset1 n 1 n
of V.
Proof. Choose a basis m , . . . , m of M, and let c g F be elements1 n i j
such that
n
x s c mj i j i
is1
for 1 F j F n. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that there is a nonempty
open set U such that the following conditions are equivalent:
 .1 a g U.
 .  .2 x a is defined for all j.j
 .  .3 c a is defined for all i and j.i j
 .  .  .Let C s c , and let a g U. Then x a , . . . , x a span M if and only ifi j 1 n
 .   ..the matrix C a s c a is invertible. Because det C g F, we see thati j
U x , . . . , x s U l a g V ¬ det C a / 0 4 .  .  .1 n
is a nonempty open set, as desired.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that M is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space
o¨er k and that x , . . . , x is an F-basis for FM. Let x g FM, and let b g F1 n i
be the elements such that
x s b x q ??? qb x .1 1 n n
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 .  .  .If a g U x , . . . , x and x a is defined, then b a is defined for 1 F i F n,1 n i
and
x a s b a x a q ??? qb a x a . .  .  .  .  .1 1 n n
 .  .Proof. For 1 F i F n set m s x a . Because a g U x , . . . , x , wei i 1 n
know that m , . . . , m is a basis for M. Let a g F be the elements such1 n i j
that
n
x s a mj i j i
is1
 .  .for 1 F j F n, and set A s a . Then Proposition 2.2 implies that a ai j i j
 .   ..is defined for all i and j. In fact, the matrix A a s a a is thei j
 . .  .identity, so det A is defined at a and satisfies det A a s det A a s 1.
If adj A denotes the adjoint of A, then
1
y1A s adj A
det A
y1 .and hence A a is defined.
 . tNow let B denote the column vector given by setting B s b , . . . , b .1 n
Because
n n n
x s b x s a b m  j j i j j i
js1 is1 js1
 .  . .and x a is defined, Proposition 2.2 implies that AB a is defined.
 . y1 . . .Hence B a s A a AB a is defined. Moreover,
n n n
x a s a a b a m s b a x a , .  .  .  .  .  i j j i j j
is1 js1 js1
as desired.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let M be a finite-dimensional vector space over k,
and let X be an F-subspace of FM. Then X will be called a generic
subspace of M. If we do not wish to specify the k-vector space M, then we
will simply refer to X as a generic ¨ector space.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that M is a finite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k
and that W and X are generic subspaces of M with W : X. Let a g V, let
w , . . . , w be an F-basis for W, and let x , . . . , x be an F-basis for X.1 s 1 t
Assume that these bases can be extended to F-bases w , . . . , w and x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
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 .  .of FM such that a g U w , . . . , w l U x , . . . , x . Then1 n 1 n
span w a , . . . , w a : span x a , . . . , x a . 4  4 .  .  .  .k 1 s k 1 t
Proof. Let c g F be the elements such thati j
n
w s c xj i j i
is1
 .  .for 1 F j F n. Because a g U w , . . . , w l U x , . . . , x , Proposition 2.41 n 1 n
 .implies that c a is defined for all i and j, andi j
n
w a s c a x a . .  .  .j i j i
is1
But W : X, so c s 0 whenever 1 F j F s and t - i F n. Thus for 1 Fi j
j F s we have
t
w a s c a x a . .  .  .j i j i
is1
  .  .4   .  .4Hence span w a , . . . , w a : span x a , . . . , x a , and this com-k 1 s k 1 t
pletes the proof.
Let M be a finite-dimensional vector space over k, and let X be a
generic subspace of M. Fix a g V, and assume that X has an F-basis
x , . . . , x that can be extended to an F-basis x , . . . , x of FM with1 t 1 n
 .  .   .  .4a g U x , . . . , x . Set X a s span x a , . . . , x a . Then Lemma 2.61 n k 1 t
 .shows that X a depends only upon the point a and the generic vector
space X, and not upon the chosen basis. Moreover, if U denotes the set of
 .all points a g V such that X a is defined, then U is the union of the sets
 .U x , . . . , x over all F-bases x , . . . , x obtained by extending an F-basis1 n 1 n
x , . . . , x of X. Hence U is a nonempty open subset of V by Proposi-1 t
tion 2.3.
LEMMA 2.7. Let M and M X be finite-dimensional ¨ector spaces o¨er k.
Suppose that X is a generic subspace of M and X X is a generic subspace of M X.
Let f : X ª X X be an F-linear transformation. Choose F-bases x , . . . , x and1 n
x , . . . , x of FM such that x , . . . , x and x , . . . , x are F-bases of X. Let UÄ Ä Ä Ä1 n 1 t 1 t
 .  . X .be the set of all points a g U x , . . . , x l U x , . . . , x such that X a isÄ Ä1 n 1 n
 . .  . .defined and f x a and f x a are defined for 1 F i F t. For any a g UÄi i
Ä X .  .let f , f : X a ª X a be the unique linear transformations satisfyinga a
f x a s f x a .  .  . .a i i
and
Äf x a s f x a .  . . .Ä Äa i i
Äfor 1 F i F t. Then U is a nonempty open set, and f s f for all a g U.a a
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 . .Proof. Let U be the set of all points a such that f x a and0 i
 . .f x a are defined for 1 F i F t. Then U is nonempty and open byÄi 0
X .Proposition 2.2. If U is the set of all a g V such that X a is defined,1
 .then we know that U is also a nonempty open set. Moreover, U x , . . . , x1 1 n
 .and U x , . . . , x are nonempty and open by Proposition 2.3, so it followsÄ Ä1 n
that
U s U x , . . . , x l U x , . . . , x l U l U . Ä Ä .1 n 1 n 0 1
is a nonempty open set.
Now let a g U, and let c g F be elements such thati j
n
x s c xÄj i j i
is1
for 1 F j F n. Then c s 0 if 1 F j F t - i F n, and Proposition 2.4 showsi j
 .that c a is defined for all i and j. Thus for 1 F j F t we see thati j
t
Ä Äf x a s f c a x a .  .  .Ä . a j a i j i /
is1
t
s c a f x a .  . .Ä i j i
is1
t
s f c x a .Ä i j i /
is1
s f x a .  .j
s f x a . . .a j
ÄHence f s f , and this completes the proof.a a
Let M and M X be finite-dimensional vector spaces over k. Suppose that
X is a generic subspace of M and X X is a generic subspace of M X, and let
f : X ª X X be an F-linear transformation. Fix a g V, and suppose that
there is an F-basis x , . . . , x of FM such that x , . . . , x is an F-basis of1 m 1 s
 . X .X with a g U x , . . . , x . Assume in addition that X a is defined and1 m
 . .that f x a is defined for 1 F i F s. Then there is a unique k-lineari
 . X .transformation f : X a ª X a satisfyinga
f x a s f x a .  .  . .a i i
for 1 F i F s, and Lemma 2.7 shows that f is independent of the choicea
of basis x , . . . , x . It is easy to see that the points a g V for which f is1 m a
defined form a nonempty open set.
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It will sometimes be useful for us to think of this definition in terms of
X . X X Xmatrices. Because X a is defined, there is an F-basis x , . . . , x of X1 t
X X X  X X .that extends to an F-basis x , . . . , x of FM such that a g U x , . . . , x .1 n 1 n
Let a g F be the elements such thati j
t
Xf x s a x . j i j i
is1
 .for 1 F j F s. Then A s a is the matrix representing f with respect toi j
X X X  X X .the bases x , . . . , x of X and x , . . . , x of X . Because a g U x , . . . , x1 s 1 t 1 n
 . .and f x a is defined for 1 F j F s by assumption, it follows fromj
 .   ..Proposition 2.4 that A a s a a is defined, andi j
t
Xf x a s f x a s a a x a . .  .  .  .  . . a j j i j i
is1
 . X .Hence f : X a ª X a is just the linear transformation given by thea
 .  .  .  .matrix A a with respect to the bases x a , . . . , x a of X a and1 s
X  . X . X .x a , . . . , x a of X a .1 t
Now assume in addition that X Y is a generic subspace of MY and that
g : X X ª X Y is an F-linear transformation such that g is defined. Thena
there is an F-basis xY, . . . , xY of X Y that extends to an F-basis xY, . . . , xY1 u 1 l
Y  Y Y .of FM with a g U x , . . . , x . Let B be the matrix of g with respect to1 l
the bases xX , . . . , xX and xY, . . . , xY . Because f and g are defined, it1 t 1 u a a
 .  .  . .  .  .follows that A a and B a are defined. Hence BA a s B a A a is
 .also defined and is the matrix of gf s g f with respect to the basesa a a
 .  . Y . Y  .x a , . . . , x a and x a , . . . , x a . Thus we get the following result.1 s 1 u
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let f : X ª X X and g : X X ª X Y be F-linear transfor-
mations of generic ¨ector spaces. If a g V such that f and g are defined,a a
 .  . Y .  .then gf : X a ª X a is defined, and gf s g f .a a a a
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let f , g : X ª X X be F-linear transformations of generic
¨ector spaces. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 f s g.
 .  42 a g V ¬ f s g is a nonempty open set in V.a a
 .3 There is a nonempty open set U : V such that f s g for alla a
a g U.
 4 Proof. Suppose that f s g. Then a g V ¬ f s g s a g V ¬ f isa a a
4  .  .defined is a nonempty open set, so 1 implies 2 .
 .  .  . XIt is trivial that 2 implies 3 , so assume that 3 holds. Let M and M
be finite-dimensional vector spaces over k such that X is a generic
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subspace of M and X X is a generic subspace of M X. Choose F-bases
x , . . . , x of X and xX , . . . , xX of X X, and extend them to F-bases x , . . . , x1 s 1 t 1 m
of FM and xX , . . . , xX of FM X. Let b , c g F be the elements such that1 n i j i j
t
Xf x s b x . j i j i
is1
and
t
Xg x s c x . j i j i
is1
 .for 1 F j F s. Let U be the set of all points a g U l U x , . . . , x l0 1 m
 X X .  . .  . .U x , . . . , x such that f x a and g x a are defined for 1 F j F s.1 n j j
Then U is a nonempty open set, and Proposition 2.4 implies that if0
 .  .a g U , then b a and c a are defined for all i and j. But0 i j i j
f x a s f x a s g x a s g x a .  .  .  .  .  . .  .j a j a j j
 .  .by assumption, so it follows that b a s c a for all i and j. Becausei j i j
this equation holds for all a g U , we conclude that b s c for all i and0 i j i j
j. Hence f s g, and this completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let f : X ª X X be an F-linear transformation of
generic ¨ector spaces. Then
 .  . .  . .1 Ker f a : Ker f and Im f : Im f a .a a
 .   . . 4   . . 42 a g V ¬ Ker f a s Ker f and a g V ¬ Im f a s Im fa a
are nonempty open sets.
Proof. We will prove the two statements involving kernels; the proofs
of the corresponding statements for the images are similar.
Let M and M X be finite-dimensional vector spaces over k such that X
is a generic subspace of M and X X is a generic subspace of M X. Let
w , . . . , w be an F-basis for Ker f , and extend it to an F-basis w , . . . , w1 s 1 m
of FM; similarly, let x , . . . , x be an F-basis for X, and extend it to an1 t
F-basis x , . . . , x of FM. Finally, let xX , . . . , xX be an F-basis for X X, and1 m 1 u
X X X   . .extend it to an F-basis x , . . . , x of FM . Set U s a g V ¬ Ker f a s1 n
4Ker f , and leta
U s U w , . . . , w l U x , . . . , x l U xX , . . . , xX . .  .  .1 1 m 1 m 1 n
  . . 4Let U s a g U ¬ f x a is defined for 1 F i F t , and note that U is0 1 i
 4covered by open sets of this form for various choices of bases w , . . . , w ,1 m
 4  X X 4x , . . . , x , and x , . . . , x . Thus it suffices to show that U l U is1 m 1 n 0
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 . .nonempty and open and that Ker f a : Ker f for all a g U . Wea 0
 . .begin by showing that Ker f a : Ker f .a
For 1 F j F m let c g F be the elements such thati j
m
w s c x .j i j i
is1
Because Ker f : X, it follows that c s 0 whenever 1 F j F s and t q 1 Fi j
 .i F m. If a g U , then Proposition 2.4 implies that c a is defined for all0 i j
i and j. Thus if 1 F j F s, we have
t
f w a s c a f x a .  .  . . . a j i j a i
is1
t
s c a f x a .  .  . i j i
is1
t
s f c x a . i j i /
is1
s f w a .  .j
s 0.
 .  .  . .  . .Because w a , . . . , w a span Ker f a , we conclude that Ker f a :1 s
Ker f for all a g U .a 0
Thus it remains to show that U l U is a nonempty open set. Let0
b g F be the elements such thati j
u
Xf x s b x . j i j i
is1
 .for 1 F j F t, and let B s b . If a g U , then Proposition 2.4 impliesi j 0
 .that b a is defined for all i and j. Moreover,i j
rank B s dim Im f s dim X y dim Ker fF F F F
s dim X a y dim Ker f a .  .  .k k
and
rank B a s dim Im f s dim X a y dim Ker f . .  .k k a k k a
 . .  .Hence Ker f a s Ker f if and only if rank B s rank B a . More-a F k
 .  . .over, we know that rank B G rank B a because Ker f a : Ker f .F k a
Let b s rank B. Then b is the largest integer such that the determinantF
of some b = b minor of B is nonzero in F. If a , . . . , a g F are all of the1 ¨
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determinants of b = b minors of B, then it follows that
¨
X XU l U s a g U ¬ a a / 0 . 4 .D0 0 i
is1
Hence U l U is a nonempty open set, and this completes the proof.0
COROLLARY 2.11. Let f : X ª X X be an F-linear transformation of generic
¨ector spaces. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .1 f is an isomorphism.
 .  42 a g V ¬ f is an isomorphism is a nonempty open set.a
 .3 There is a nonempty open set U such that f is an isomorphism fora
all a g U.
Proof. Let M and M X be finite-dimensional vector spaces over k such
that X is a generic subspace of M and X X is a generic subspace of M X. Let
x , . . . , x g FM and xX , . . . , xX g FM X be F-bases such that x , . . . , x is1 m 1 n 1 s
an F-basis for X and xX , . . . , xX is an F-basis for X X. Let U be the set of1 t 0
 .  X X .  . .all points a g U x , . . . , x l U x , . . . , x such that f x a is defined1 m 1 n i
 4for 1 F i F s, and let U s a g V ¬ f is an isomorphism . To show that1 a
 .  .1 implies 2 , it suffices to prove that U l U is a nonempty open set.0 1
Suppose, then, that f is an isomorphism. If a g U , then there are0
elements c g F such thati j
t
Xf x s c x . j i j i
is1
 .for 1 F j F s s t, and Proposition 2.4 implies that c a is defined for alli j
 .i and j. Let C s c . Because f is an isomorphism, we know thati j
det C / 0. For any a g U the map f is an isomorphism if and only if0 a
 .   . . 4C a is nonsingular, so U l U s a g U ¬ det C a / 0 is a nonempty0 1 0
 .  .open set. Hence 1 implies 2 .
 .  .It is trivial that 2 implies 3 , so now assume that there is a nonempty
open set U such that f is an isomorphism for all a g U. By Propositiona
2.10 there is a nonempty open set U X : U such that if a g U X, then
 . .  . . X .Ker f a s Ker f s 0 and Im f a s Im f s X a . Thus Ker f s 0a a
Xand Im f s X , so f is an isomorphism. This completes the proof.
3. MODULES AND GENERIC POINTS
In this section we develop the ideas of the previous section further by
introducing an action of the group E. If X is a generic vector space, then
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 .  :this action allows us to require that X a be a k u -module. This ideaa
then provides a connection between the generic point of the variety V and
the restrictions M of a finitely generated kE-module M to cyclicu :a
shifted subgroups corresponding to points a g V.
As in Section 2, let y denote the ith coordinate function on thei
homogeneous affine variety corresponding to V. Fix m such that 1 F m F r
 4and U s a g V ¬ a / 0 is nonempty. Then y / 0, and the pointm m m
G g P ry1 determined byF
y y1 r r  4g s , . . . , g F y 0 /y ym m
is the generic point of the variety V. Throughout this section we will
r  4always use the point g g F y 0 as a specific representative of the
generic point G g P ry1.F
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let X be a
generic subspace of M. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  :  .1 X a is a k u -submodule of M whene¨er a g V and X aa u :a
is defined.
 .  .  :2 X a is a k u -submodule of M for all a in some nonemptya u :a
open set U : V.
 .  :  .3 X is an F u -submodule of FM .G u :G
Moreo¨er, if these conditions are satisfied and h: X ª X denotes the endo-
 .  .morphism gi¨ en by the action of u y 1, then h : X a ª X a is gi¨ en byg a
 .  .the action of u y 1 ra for all a g U such that X a is defined.a m m
Proof. Choose an F-basis x , . . . , x of FM such that x , . . . , x is an1 n 1 t
 .F-basis for X, and let U s U x , . . . , x l U . Let m , . . . , m be a0 1 n m 1 n
k-basis for M. Then there are unique constants a g k such thati jl
n
g y 1 m s a m . i j i jl l
ls1
for 1 F i F r and 1 F j F n. In addition, there are unique elements
c g F such thati j
n
x s c mj i j i
is1
 .  .  .for 1 F j F n. Let C s c . If a g U , then x a , . . . , x a is a basis fori j 0 1 n
 .   .. y1M, and C a s c a is defined by Proposition 2.2. Let B s C , andi j
 .  .set B s b . Then for any a g U Proposition 2.4 implies that B a si j 0
  ..b a is also defined.i j
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Let h: X ª FM denote the F-linear transformation given by the action
of u y 1. Then for 1 F i F t we haveg
r nyj
h x s u y 1 x s g y 1 c m .  .  . i g i j l i lymjs1 ls1
nyjs c a m l i jlu uymj, l us1
nyjs c a b x . l i jlu ¨ u ¨ymj, l , u ¨s1
 .  . .If a g U , set t s u y 1 ra . Then we see that h x a is defined for0 a a m i
1 F i F t, and
r na j
h x a s h x a s g y 1 c a m s t ? x a . .  .  .  .  . .  . a i i j l i l a iamjs1 ls1
 .Thus h : X a ª M is given by the action of t for all a g U , and ita a 0
 .easily follows that h : X a ª M is given by the action of t for alla a
 .a g U such that X a is defined.m
 .  .  .It is clear that 1 implies 2 , so assume that 2 holds. If a g U l U ,0
 .  :then X a is a k u -submodule of M . Thus for 1 F i F t we havea u :a
 .  .t ? x a g X a , and it follows thata i
yj
a c a a b a s 0 .  .  . l i jlu ¨ uymj, l , u
for t q 1 F ¨ F n. But U l U is a nonempty open subset of V, so we see0
that
yj
c a b s 0 l i jlu ¨ uymj, l , u
whenever 1 F i F t - ¨ F n. Hence h determines an endomorphism of X,
 .and 3 holds.
 :  .Finally, suppose that X is an F u -submodule of FM . Then h isG u :G
 .  .an endomorphism of X, and h maps X a into X a for all a g Ua m
 .  .  .such that X a is defined. Because h : X a ª X a is given by thea
 .  :action of t , it is easy to see that X a must be a k u -submodule ofa a
 .M for all a g U such that X a is defined. But V is covered by theu : ma
 4  .open sets U s a g V ¬ a / 0 for 1 F i F r, so it follows that X a is ai i
 :  .k u -submodule of M whenever X a is defined. This completes thea u :a
proof.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M and M X be finitely generated kE-modules. Sup-
 :  . X  :pose that X is an F u -submodule of FM and X is an F u -sub-G u : GG
 X. Xmodule of FM , and let f : X ª X be an F-linear transformation. Thenu :G
the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  . X .  :1 f : X a ª X a is a k u -homomorphism whene¨er a g Va a
and f is defined.a
 .  . X .2 There is a nonempty open set U such that f : X a ª X a is aa
 :k u -homomorphism for all a g U.a
 .  :3 f is an F u -homomorphism.G
 .  .  .Proof. It is easy to see that 1 implies 2 , so assume that 2 holds. Let
h: X ª X and hX: X X ª X X be the F-endomorphisms given by the action
 .of u y 1. If a g U , set t s u y 1 ra . Then Proposition 3.1 showsg m a a m
 .  . X X . X .that h : X a ª X a and h : X a ª X a are given by the action ofa a
 . X .t for all a g U such that X a and X a are defined. In particular, ifa m
 : Xa g U l U, then f is a k u -homomorphism so that f h s h f .m a a a a a a
Because U l U is a nonempty open set, Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 implym
X  :  .that fh s h f. Hence f is an F u -homomorphism, and 3 holds.G
 :Finally, suppose that f is an F u -homomorphism, and suppose that aG
is any element of V such that f is defined. Because V is covered by thea
 4open sets U s a g V ¬ a / 0 for 1 F i F r, we may assume without lossi i
of generality that a g U . If h: X ª X and hX: X X ª X X are the F-endo-m
morphisms given by the action of u y 1, then fh s hX f. Moreover, h :g a
 .  . X X . X .X a ª X a and h : X a ª X a are given by the action of t sa a
 . Xu y 1 ra . Then Proposition 2.8 implies that f h s h f , so f isa m a a a a a
 :  .  .a k u -homomorphism. Thus 3 implies 1 , and this completes thea
proof.
For the remainder of this section we let E be the subgroup of Em
 :defined by E s g ¬ i / m .m i
 :LEMMA 3.3. Let X be any finitely generated F u -module. Then there isG
w x  .a finitely generated k ErE -module M such that FM ( X.m u :G
 : w xProof. Because u is a cyclic p-group, Lemma 64.2 of 4 implies thatg
 : X Xthere is a finitely generated k u -module X such that FX ( X. Let f :g
 :  .  .E ª u be the group homomorphism with f g s u and f g s 1g m g i
for i / m. Then X X defines a kE-module M such that M s X X as a vector
 .space, and the action is given by g ? x s f g x for all g g E and x g M.
w xIn particular, M is a k ErE -module, and it is easy to check thatm
X .  :  .FM s FX as F u -modules. Thus FM ( X, as desired.u : g u :g g
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that M and M X are finitely generated kE-modules.
 :  . X  :Let X be an F u -submodule of FM , and let X be an F u -sub-G u : GG
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 X. X  :module of FM such that X and X are isomorphic as F u -modules.u : GG
 .If there is a nonempty open set U : V such that X a is an indecomposable
 : Xk u -module for all a g U, then there is a nonempty open set U : V sucha
X .  : Xthat X a is an indecomposable k u -module for all a g U .a
X  :Proof. Let f : X ª X be an F u -isomorphism, and suppose thatG
 .  :X a is an indecomposable k u -module for all a g U. By Corollarya
2.11 and Proposition 3.2 there is a nonempty open set U X : U such that fa
 : X X .is a k u -isomorphism for all a g U . Hence X a is indecomposable,a
as desired.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let X be
 :  .an F u -submodule of FM . Then X is indecomposable if and only ifG u :G
 .there is a nonempty open set U : V such that X a is an indecomposable
 :k u -module for all a g U.a
Proof. Suppose that X is indecomposable. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we
 X. w xmay assume that X s FM for some indecomposable k ErE -mod-u : mGX  . Xule M . Then U is a nonempty open set such that X a s M is anm u :a
 :indecomposable k u -module for all a g U .a m
 :Conversely, suppose that X s X [ X for some nonzero F u -sub-1 2 G
modules X and X of X. Then there is a nonempty open set U : V such1 2 0
 .  .  :that X a and X a are nonzero k u -modules for all a g U , and1 2 a 0
 .  .  .X a s X a [ X a . Because U is dense in V, it follows that every1 2 0
 .nonempty open set U : V contains some point a such that X a s
 .  .  :X a [ X a is a decomposable k u -module.1 2 a
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which shows
 .that the direct sum decomposition of FM determines that of Mu : u :G a
for almost all a g V.
THEOREM 3.6. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module. Then there is a
nonempty open subset U : V such that the multiplicity of the i-dimensional
 :  .indecomposable F u -module as a summand of FM is the same as theG u :G
 :multiplicity of the i-dimensional indecomposable k u -module as a sum-a
mand of M whene¨er 1 F i F p and a g U.u :a
 :Proof. For 1 F i F p let X be an indecomposable F u -module ofi G
 .dimension i over F. By Lemma 3.3 we may assume that X s FMi i u :G
 .for some kE-module M of dimension i over k. Then FM has a directi u :G
sum decomposition of the form
FM ( X n1 [ ??? [ X n p .  :u 1 pG
for some nonnegative integers n , . . . , n . Corollary 2.11 and Propositions1 p
3.2 and 3.5 now imply that there is a nonempty open subset U : V such
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 .  .  :that if a g U, then X a s M is an indecomposable k u -modulei i u : aa
of dimension i, and
n n1 pM ( X a [ ??? [ X a . .  .u : 1 pa
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.7. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module. Then V :
r r .  .V M if and only if G g V FM .
r .Proof. By Theorem 3.6 we know that G f V FM if and only if there
is a nonempty open subset U : V such that M is projective for allu :a
r .a g U. But this condition is satisfied precisely when U : V y V M .
r .Because V y V M is itself an open subset of V, it follows that G f
r r .  .V M if and only if V y V M / B, as desired.
4. STRATIFYING THE RANK VARIETY OF A MODULE
In this section we will obtain a number of results that are closely related
to Theorem 3.6. In particular, we prove the theorem stated in the introduc-
tion, which provides a stratification of the rank variety of a finitely
generated kE-module into disjoint locally closed subspaces. The final
portion of the section is devoted to describing the closures of these
subspaces in terms of deformations of modules for the cyclic group of
order p.
 . For each p-tuple of nonnegative integers n , . . . , n let X M; n , . . . ,1 p 1
. ry1  :n denote the set of all a g P such that the indecomposable k u -p k a
module of dimension i occurs with multiplicity n as a summand of Mi u :a
for 1 F i F p. Then it follows that P ry1 is the disjoint union of the setsk
 .  .X M; n , . . . , n over all p-tuples n , . . . , n . Moreover, there can be1 p 1 p
 .only finitely many p-tuples such that X M; n , . . . , n is nonempty be-1 p
cause such a p-tuple must satisfy
1 ? n q 2n q ??? qpn s dim M .1 2 p k
 .The basic content of the following result is that the sets X M; n , . . . , n1 p
give a stratification of P ry1 into disjoint locally closed subspaces. Thek
r .proof is essentially a modification of Carlson's proof that V M is a
 w x.variety see Theorem 4.3 of 2 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let
 .  .n , . . . , n be a p-tuple of nonnegati¨ e integers. Then X M; n , . . . , n is a1 p 1 p
ry1  .locally closed subset of P . Moreo¨er, if m , . . . , m is a p-tuple ofk 1 p
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 .nonnegati¨ e integers such that X M; m , . . . , m intersects the closure of1 p
 .X M; n , . . . , n , then1 p
p
j y i n y m G 0 .  . j j
jsiq1
for 1 F i F p y 1.
r  4Proof. We may assume that M / 0. For any a g k y 0 let A bea
the matrix representing the action of
r
u y 1 s a g y 1 .a i i
is1
on M with respect to some fixed basis. By considering the Jordan canoni-
cal form of A q I, we see that the number of Jordan blocks of size i isa
the number of indecomposable summands of M of dimension i;u :a
moreover, one can easily check that for 1 F i F p the total number of
indecomposable summands of M of dimension at least i is given byu :a
rank Aiy1 y rank Ai .a a
 :Now assume that the indecomposable k u -module of dimension i hasa
multiplicity n as a summand of M for 1 F i F p, and seti u :a
p
r s j y i n . .i j
jsiq1
It is easy to check that r s rank Ai for 0 F i F p. Thus r is the largesti a i
integer such that the determinant of some r = r minor of Ai is nonzero,i i a
and each of these determinants is a homogeneous polynomial in a , . . . , a .1 r
For 1 F i F p y 1 let P be the set of all polynomials given by determi-i
 .  . inants of r q 1 = r q 1 minors of A ; let Q denote the set of alli i a i
polynomials given by determinants of r = r minors of Ai if r ) 0, andi i a i
 4 let Q s 1 if r s 0. Now let Q s Q ??? Q ¬ Q g Q for 1 F i F p yi i 1 py1 i i
41 . Then a satisfies all the polynomial equations in P , . . . , P , but1 py1
 .  .Q a / 0 for some Q g Q. Thus it follows that X M; n , . . . , n :1 p
 .  .V P , . . . , P y V Q .1 py1
 .  .Conversely, suppose that b g V P , . . . , P y V Q . Then for 1 F1 py1
 .  . ii F p y 1 all of the r q 1 = r q 1 minors of A are singular, soi i b
rank Ai F r . Moreover, there is a homogeneous polynomial Q g Q suchb i
 .that Q b / 0, and we can write Q s Q ??? Q with Q g Q for1 py1 i i
 .1 F i F p y 1. Then Q b / 0, and it follows that if r ) 0, then there isi i
an r = r minor of Ai that is nonsingular. Hence rank Ai s r fori i b b i
1 F i F p, and the total number of indecomposable summands of M ofu :b
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dimension at least i is given by
rank Aiy1 y rank Ai s r y r s n q n q ??? qn .b b iy1 i i iq1 p
 .  .Thus b g X M ; n , . . . , n , and hence X M ; n , . . . , n s1 p 1 p
 .  .V P , . . . , P y V Q is locally closed.1 py1
X  .Now suppose that a g X M; m , . . . , m lies in the closure of1 p
 . X  .X M; n , . . . , n . Then a g V P , . . . , P , and it follows that1 p 1 py1
rank A Xi F rank Ai for 1 F i F p y 1. Hencea a
p
j y i n y m G 0 .  . j j
jsiq1
for 1 F i F p y 1, as desired.
The following result, which completes the proof of the theorem stated in
the introduction, is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the
definition of the rank variety.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let S be
 .the set of all p-tuples of nonnegati¨ e integers n , . . . , n such that 1 ? n q1 p 1
2n q ??? qpn s dim M and at least one of n , . . . , n is nonzero. Then2 p k 1 py1
r .  .V M is the disjoint union of the locally closed subsets X M; n , . . . , n1 p
 .o¨er all p-tuples n , . . . , n g S .1 p
The next result strengthens the conclusion of Theorem 3.6.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let V be
an irreducible sub¨ariety of P ry1 with homogeneous function field F andk
generic point G g P ry1. For 1 F i F p let n be the multiplicity of theF i
 :  .i-dimensional indecomposable F u -module as a summand of FM .G u :G
 .Then V l X M; n , . . . , n is a nonempty open subset of V.1 p
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 there is a nonempty open set U in V with
 .U : V l X M; n , . . . , n . Because V is irreducible, it follows that the1 p
 .closure of V l X M; n , . . . , n is all of V. Then by Theorem 4.1 the set1 p
 .V l X M; n , . . . , n is locally closed with closure V, so it is open in V, as1 p
desired.
If M is a finitely generated kE-module, then Theorem 4.1 gives some
 .information about the closure of the set X M; n , . . . , n . Our objective1 p
for the remainder of the section is to reinterpret this information in terms
w xof the deformation theory studied by Donald and Flanigan 5 . We begin
by recalling the relevant definitions in the special case of a module for a
cyclic group C of order p.p
 .Let f : kC ª End M be a homomorphism of k-algebras defining thep k
 .structure of a finitely generated kC -module on M, and let K s k x bep
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the field of rational functions over k. A generic deformation of f is a
 .homomorphism of K-algebras f : KC ª End KM of the formx p K
f a s f a q xF a q x 2 F a q ??? , .  .  .  .x 1 2
 .where the maps F : KC ª End KM are K-linear functions definedi p K
over k. Such a deformation f defines a KC -module structure on thex p
K-vector space KM. The resulting module is denoted by M and is said tox
be a generic deformation of M.
To state the next result, we note that the isomorphism type of any
finitely generated kC -module M can be specified by a sequence ofp
positive integers b G b G ??? G b giving the dimensions of the indecom-1 2 s
posable summands of M.
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be a kC -module specified by b G ??? G b , and letp 1 s
N be a KC -module specified by c G ??? G c . Assume that dim M sp 1 t k
dim N. Then the following statement are equi¨ alent:K
 .1 M has a generic deformation isomorphic to N.
 . j j2 t F s and  c G  b for 1 F j F t.is1 i is1 i
 .  i .  i .3 dim Nrsoc N G dim Mrsoc M for 1 F i F p y 1.K k
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 is a special case of Theorem 19 of
w x  .  .5 , so it suffices to show that 2 and 3 are equivalent. The proof of this
result proceeds by induction on the length of the socle series of N. First,
 .suppose that soc N s N so that N is a trivial KC -module. Then 2p
 i .  i .implies that N ( KM so that dim Nrsoc N s dim Mrsoc M forK k
 i .  i .1 F i F p y 1. Conversely, if dim Nrsoc N G dim Mrsoc M for 1 FK k
 .  .i F p y 1, then 0 s dim Nrsoc N G dim Mrsoc M . Hence soc M sK k
 .M, and M is a trivial kC -module. It is now easy to see that 2 holds, asp
desired.
Now assume that soc N / N. Set b s 0 for i ) s and c s 0 for i ) t.i i
Let d s s y t so that
d s dim soc M y dim soc N .  .k K
s dim Nrsoc N y dim Mrsoc M . .  .K k
 .  . X XThus d G 0 if either 2 or 3 holds. Set N s Nrsoc N and M s
 . d X X X XMrsoc M [ k so that dim N s dim M . Let b G b G ??? be theK k 1 2
sequence of nonnegative integers giving the dimensions of the indecom-
posable summands of M X, and let cX G cX G ??? be the analogous se-1 2
quence for N X.
 .  X i X.  X i X.If 3 holds, then dim N rsoc N G dim M rsoc M for 1 F i FK k
p y 1. Because the length of the socle series of N X is less than that of N,
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it follows by induction that
j j
X Xc G b i i
is1 is1
for all j G 1. If 1 F j F t, then c s cX q 1 and b F bX q 1 so thatj j j j
j j j j
X Xb F b q j F c q j s c ,   i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .and 2 follows.
 .   ..Conversely, suppose that 2 holds. Let m s dim soc Mrsoc M sok
that m is the number of indecomposable summands of M having dimen-
sion at least two. If 1 F j F m, then b s bX q 1 so thatj j
j j j j
X Xb s b y j F c y j F c .   i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
If j ) m, then 0 F bX F 1 and hence either cX s 0 or cX G bX. But both ofj j j j
these possibilities imply that
j j
X Xb F c i i
is1 is1
 X i X.for j ) m, and it follows by induction that dim N rsoc N GK
 X i X .  i .dim M rsoc M for 1 F i F p y 1. Hence dim Nrsoc N Gk K
 i .dim Mrsoc M for 2 F i F p y 1. Because d G 0, this inequality alsok
 .holds for i s 1. Thus 3 follows, and this completes the proof.
Now let C be a cyclic group of order p generated by an element a, andp
r  4let M be a finitely generated kE-module. If a g k y 0 , then Mu :a
becomes a kC -module with a ? m s u m for all m g M. Moreover, thep a
isomorphism class of this kC -module depends only upon the equivalencep
class of a in P ry1. Thus if a g P ry1, then M can be regarded as ak k u :a
kC -module, and we obtain the following result.p
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a finitely generated kE-module, and let
 .  .m , . . . , m and n , . . . , n be p-tuples of nonnegati¨ e integers such that1 p 1 p
 .  . X M; m , . . . , m intersects the closure of X M; n , . . . , n . If a g X M;1 p 1 p
.  .m , . . . , m and b g X M; n , . . . , n , then the KC -module KM is a1 p 1 p p u :b
generic deformation of the kC -module M .p u :a
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 . Proof. Because X M; m , . . . , m intersects the closure of X M; n ,1 p 1
.. . . , n , Theorem 4.1 shows thatp
p
idim KM rsoc KM s j y i n . /K u : u : jb b
jsiq1
p
G j y i m . j
jsiq1
s dim M rsoc i M .k u : u :a a
for 1 F i F p y 1. Thus KM is a generic deformation of M byu : u :b a
Lemma 4.4.
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